STUDENT’S GUIDE
You are in charge of your own success.
When you know math facts well, math is better. School is better. Homework isn’t as bad. If you learn how to
use flashcards to study and learn on your own, life will be better. BONUS: Some of the skills you develop will
help you become a better athlete, artist, and student. Get ready to take charge of your success.
What success looks like.
First, you learn how to fold a new kind of flashcard.
Second, you create a math facts practice kit.
Then you learn how to practice with flashcards and an answer form.
Then you learn how to practice with a partner.
Effective practice leads to progress. Every day you will learn these facts better.
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1) Cut on the ---- line.

2) Fold in half.

3) Fold on the line to hide
the clue.

#2 Assemble a math facts practice kit.
Get a zip lock baggie.
Add the following:
• A set of flashcards.
• An answer form.
• A pencil
• Your progress chart (if you are using the app to
measure your progress.

Watch Videos
There are short instructional videos on
how to prepare and study with
flashcards at studysmart.com.

How to Study Alone or with a Partner.
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If you need a hint, and you
are using the cards by
yourself, unfold the hint and
read it. If you are practicing
with a partner, put a ? in the
hint box, and your partner
will read the hint to you. The
answer rhymes with the last
word in the hint.
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3 & 4 bought a dozen
eggs. On omelettes they
did delve.

If you do not know the
answer, take a moment
and think. If nothing
comes to mind, use the
hint. Do not count.
Each time you answer,
correct or not, you learn
the fact better!

3 & 4 bought a dozen
eggs. On omelettes they
did delve.

If you know the product, write it.
Check your answer.
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If you need a hint, place a ? in the Hint column.
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Check your answer.
If the answer is correct, place a check in the
Check column.
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If you do not know the product, write a ? in
the Product column. Check your answer.
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If you finished answering all the cards, and you
have time, shuffle the cards and begin again.
You can also use the answer forms with the
video flashcards at studysmart.com.
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If not correct, cross out the answer, and write
the correct answer in the Check column.
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Unfold the hint and read it, or ask your
partner to read it to you.
If you know the product, write it.
Check your answer.
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Check List
The person not answering helps by reading
hints if needed, and checking to make sure
their partner is doing the following:
• The partner writes the factors and product
before turning the card over.
• If a hint is needed, the partner writes a “?” in
the Hint column.
• If correct, the partner write a “✔︎” in the
Check column.
• If the product is not correct, the partner
crosses out the answer, and writes the
correct answer in the Check column.

